Iranian deal opponents seek oil, not peace

By JOHN D. WYNDHAM

Right wing war hawks want to torpedo President Obama’s foreign policy and the Iran deal, supported by the UK, France, China, Russia and Germany, which would block the planned path to war. The deal would provide tangible benefits, such as a reduction in the Iranian nuclear program, which is a key concern of the international community. It would also provide a diplomatic means to resolve regional tensions.

N.H. Voices

General Wesley Clark, a 2004 presidential contender, explained the plan to Amy Goodman of Democracy Now in an interview on March 2, 2007. As related by Clark, in 2003, when the U.S. was invading Afghanistan, an unnamed Pentagon general, a member of the Joint Staff who used to work for him, told Clark this: “... we’re going to take out seven countries in five years, starting with Iraq, and then Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, and finally, Iran.”

Clark understood that oil was central to the Middle East wars. In a 2012 interview with Mike Gray, Clark “explicitly lays out the central role of oil in American military strategy” (Business Insider). Other notables who have pointed to oil as the main reason for the Iraq war include former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, former senator and Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel and Gen. John Abizaid, former head of U.S. Central Command and Military Operations in Iraq. The PNAC’s goal was to promote American global leadership, a task likely to be a long one without some post-9/11, post-World Trade Center Building 7 in New York City which was destroyed by explosives using some form of controlled demolition. The buildings were NOT destroyed by planes hitting them, and jet fuel and office fires. Almost 3,000 innocent people died on 9/11 in New York, more than a thousand exposed to the dust have already died, and thousands more 0,700 according to an Aug. 9 New York Post story are sick and dying from the toxic dust or poison. The sword and shields of the PNAC that was fraudulently created as a front for the Global War on Terror.
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National Institute of Standards and Technology reports on the New York Towers. Its destruction is fraudulent, as shown by this paper published in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. The institute is the largest organization of its kind with almost 500,000 members worldwide. The paper, Ethics and the Official Reports, can be seen at www.sciencenetfor911truth.org. From 911 Truth.org. From the start, the Middle East wars have been driven by falsehoods. U.S. and Iran relations today are the direct outcome of the 1983 overthrow, by the CIA and British MI6 intelligence operatives, of Mohammad Mosaddegh, the democratically elected prime minister of Iran. Mosaddegh nationalized the Iranian oil industry which had been under British control since 1913. The Iraqi war was based on lies about weapons of mass destruction but, as later admitted, the real goal was oil. By some estimates, has more oil reserves than Iraq, Iran is also perceived as a threat to Israel, whose influence in Congress is witnessed by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s address opposing Obama’s Iran deal — is substantial.

The same war advocates who led us into the Iraq quagmire now oppose Obama’s Iran deal. Their arguments are once again a complete fabrication, a technique for getting public support for wars. Six days after Netanyahu’s address, 47 Republican senators, including Kelly Ayotte, sent an email letter to the “Leaders of the Islamic Republic of Iran” intended to derail American foreign policy and the Iran deal. These 47 senators seem to have an agenda of their own, distinct from the system of government established in the U.S. Constitution. This agenda appears to be foreign domination and resource acquisition through preemptive war.
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